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Semaphore or Light Signals?
"For 1te'l! installations of automat·ic signals, do you
prefpl' semaphore or light signals?' On single frack?
On double tracH'''

Unbiased Comparison Urged

SEMAPHORE signals have and are giving excellent
service where eve!' used. That fact warrants the

continued use of them where alreadv installed, How
ever, signal engineering has advanced rapidly, The
development of the light signal is an advance in
signaling, and we will be obliged to admit it, jf we
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make a study of them. Signal engineering does
not jump at c~nclusions. Hence. where light signals
are adopted. it behooves one to look into the reasons
for such a change.

Increased traffic is nearly always the cause for
an installation of signals. More and longer trains
must be run on a shorter schedule with a greater
degree of safety. If signals are to be used for the
aboye reasons, then the best signal known should
be used.

The one man "most interested must be the engine
man, who receives an indication by which he is
governed. That signal giving the best indication
is certainly the one for him to be guided by.

Experience shows that the light signal is superior
to the semaphore signal. Place both types of signals
at a given location in bright sunlight and trees or
buildings for a background. The light may be seen
twice as far as the semaphore. Look at the. twu
signals at twilight and the light signal indication
is still brighter.

Compare the two signals through a fog at night
or daytime and the light signal ·wins again. This
should be given serious consideration where fogs are
frequent, at such times semaphore indication will be
poor. Look at both signals after a wet drifting
snow. Only those in the direct path of the wind
wi II be dimmed. If the snow tU1"l1S to sleet, the re
sult to semaphore signals is disastrous to traffic.. vVe
have all had our troubles with sleet on the blades.

So far as mechanisms are concerned.. we have all
had difficulties with them. Electric lamps having
the proper voltage fail so seldom that it need not
enter this discussion. The whole question is one of
reliability of the system and the certainty with which
the engineman receives the indication at the proper
distance from the signal.

The principal reason for installing semaphore sig
nals seem to be that those operating motor cars
may see the indication from both directions. Weigh
this against the advantages gained by the use of the
light signal and if it is a sufficient reason, sema
phore. should be installed by all means.
Henderson, N. C. P. G. BODWELL,

Signal Supervisor, Seaboard Air Line.
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Several Methods of Adjustment Are Acceptable
Procedure Outlined for Both Wet and Dry

Weather Conditions
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